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Foreword
hen we put our ears to the heritage ground, we hear so many cool, bright and innovative ideas…but
ideas are not innovations. They seem to be stuck in a cloud above our heads, talking about it,
presenting it to others, but leaps to the realm of practice remain small. Perhaps it’s because we are
not used to hearing the words heritage and innovation together, perhaps a lack of visible practical
examples is making our heritage ground to cold for innovation – and our feet with it.
In any case, we found ourselves in the process of making the first-ever Innovation Handbook for
heritage. We are hoping that this can be the start of a real innovation scene here in our often to
small heritage island.

This innovation handbook is designed to acquaint you with what heritage and innovation actually have in common. In
Chapter 1 you will find our working definition for heritage-led innovation and a short ride down theory-lane, topped of with
a review of what is already happening in the EU on the heritage and innovation front. Chapter 2 mainly points-out
specificities of heritage-led innovations, illustrated with short case studies. In chapter 3 we use a variety of scientific
knowledge, real-life cases studies (even the shift from horse-drawn carriages to automobiles!), and a game walkthrough to
explain what innovation is all about. In chapter 4 you can find one of the big components of this handbook: an innovation
roadmap for whomever has a new idea related to a heritage building, site or even local tradition. Because when you embark
on a heritage-led innovation journey, it is just useful and re-assuring to see what practitioners say and think.
Now, for who is this handbook intended? This handbook is created to be open. We do not like boxes or usual suspects. You
are welcome to check this handbook out if you are interested in innovation, in any type of heritage, or in any opportunity of
change for that matter. Whether you are an innovation die-hard, just want to strike up a conversation, or are looking for the
101 - we are sure you can find new facts, food-for-thought as well as inspiration in here.

Basically, we hope to create a taste for venturing outside of comfort zones, and of course a good portion of new initiatives
that put heritage in the innovation spotlight.

“It started that way. As a dream, but doesn’t everything? Those buildings. These
lights. This whole city. Somebody had to dream about it first.“ ― Roald Dahl

Important!
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Definitely not rules nor restrictions! More of a backstory for you
to know what page we are on and what you can - or cannot –
expect from your time with this handbook.
• Just like any handbook, we bring together specific fields of
knowledge - in this case: heritage and innovation. We want to
let you know that we see them in alliance. Heritage should be
brave and open-up to innovation. But at the same time,
valuable heritage layers should not be sacrificed.
• This handbook is written by authors familiar with the “product”.
While we include some technical "jargon“, overall, you will find
easy-to-follow instructional text, alongside diagrams and
illustrations.
• What you are holding or viewing is a reference work. We
designed it to supply particular bits of information. You can
choose to read it from beginning to end, or just select specific
chapters, walkthroughs or roadmaps.

• This handbook provides you a point of reference for your
heritage-led innovation journey. But it is intended as
guidance, not a guarantee to success. You can gain a lot from
rethinking what you first saw in this handbook. Pause your
journey from time to time, check again what it is all about or
re-doodle your brainstorm or roadmap - and git gud (get good).

CHAPTER 1
First things first, the theory

es, we are those people… those who need to have a theory chapter before
getting down to practice.

The reason for this is quite straightforward. Marrying heritage, “old stuff”, with
innovation is not a simple walk through the park. The combo is complex and
multi-layered. Once we embarked on our walk, we quickly found out that there is
no research or analysis framework, let alone a definition for heritage-led
innovation.
This was…great! It gave us the opportunity to pioneer and draw the first chalk-lines, for a topic
that we find both deserving and untapped. During our first walk in the heritage-led innovation
park, we covered several evidence-based research roads. Starting from grounded theory, to a
systemic mapping and analysis of case studies, and finally validation by international and EU
experts. We collected all data and knowledge necessary to level-up to an actual research
framework.
But not to worry, we will make this ride down theory-lane as comfortable as possible. We do not
just present you a working definition of heritage-led innovation, but also their basic
characteristics, initiators, actors and current trends in the EU, all topped off with a dash of
inspirational case studies.
We hope that this chapter can be of some use in your day-to-day practices.
Also, feel free to just flip through this chapter out of curiosity… or perhaps to check-out if old
stuff actually has anything to do with innovation.
9

ILUCIDARE Working definition of heritage-led innovation
new knowledge as basis for innovation

new ideas come from connecting
different disciplines and sectors

the goal of an innovation is
value creation or preservation
oimprovement against the current situation
market & society

determine success of innovation
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put into use or
made available
for others to use

an innovation needs to
be implemented / tested
Based on grounded theory and validated by international and EU experts

Connecting built heritage with first aid
This innovation translates the 3 main aims of first
aid to built heritage in danger in Romania.
• Preserving Life: a truck
furnished with
necessary tools functions as a mobile field
hospital to facilitate emergency interventions
on monuments in an advanced state of
degradation.

This example checks every box
of our heritage-led innovation
working definition
Click title for website

Most of the Ambulance first aid interventions focus
on the replacement of damaged roofs, securing walls
from collapse, implementing proper water drainage
and stabilizing wall paintings in local, national and
tentative World Heritage sites such as churches,
mills, manor houses, train stations and fortifications.

• Promote recovery: mobilising and bringing
together people, old and young, volunteers as
well as businesses and entrepreneurs, with an
interest and skills to maintain their local
monuments.

Support from market and society

National appreciation for the Ambulance in
society is reflected in media, reaching a record of
180 press coverages in 1 week. Having the
Ambulances logo designed by Dan Perjovschi, a
popular Romanian artist, writer and cartoonist
ensured interest from youngsters.

Before 1989 monuments were taken care off by the
communist regime. But over the decades the need
for new interventions gradually grew, especially in
rural areas which face population decline and
abandoned buildings.
The Ambulance was launched in 2016 to rescue the
600 listed buildings on the verge of collapse in
Romania. During the first 4 years over 50 first aid
interventions were carried out, with a steady number
of 18 projects per year, each taking 1-5 weeks to
complete.

• Prevent further harm: ensuring the sustainable
and future maintenance of the buildings by
training students from Romanian universities,
young experts, craftspeople, as well as
volunteers at a local level.

A large step in creating such successful impact
was achieved by first attracting the support of His
Royal Highness The Prince of Wales. Four years
after its establishment, 50% of the NGOs’ working
costs is raised locally from private business
sponsors and regional authorities who cover the
costs for materials, equipment and tools.

Clear added value on local and national scale

Necessary knowledge and skills passed on
Today there are 7 active Ambulances in Romania,
which continuously roam different regions in the
Romanian countryside.

Click for video

The Ambulances have implemented 50 First Aid
interventions, with the participation of more than
350 volunteers, including 200 students as well as
craftsmen, architects and local people such as
priests, entrepreneurs and citizens. While they all
have a different level of involvement, each First Aid
project ensures that necessary knowledge and skills
to continue the innovation are passed on to local
stakeholders
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ILUCIDARE Categories of heritage-led innovation

Look at these cases!
Click for video

HERITAGE-DRIVEN
INNOVATION

Heritage-driven innovation

ASSIMILATION OF
INNOVATION

Assimilation of innovation

HERITAGE AS A
RESOURCE
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refers to implementing new ideas
to meet the specific needs of
heritage assets (for example due
to their unique values, materials,
construction techniques). These
innovations can then also be
transferred to other sectors.

takes place when innovations
developed in other fields are
applied to heritage assets, thus
allowing
for:
better
preservation, decision-making
and management, or new uses
and promotion.

Heritage as a resource
occurs when heritage assets and
their variety of values generate
new ideas or processes, or
foster new ventures and
collaborations
across
disciplines.

HAP4MARBLE
This cross-country project succeeded to
develop a recently proposed innovative
(biomimetic) treatment, to tackle all the
main marble degradation processes in
sculptures and architecture. This was
achieved by means of multidisciplinary
knowledge exchanges and in-situ testing.

ArchAIDE
This project applies artificial intelligence
for the automatic recognition of
archaeological pottery through mobile
devices or desktop. It optimizes a usually
manual and time consuming process, by
using pottery forms and decoration styles
as automatic pottery classification tools.

TYPA
The Estonian Print and Paper centre is
dedicated to preserving the skills and
machines from print, papermaking and
bookbinding. Through an innovative use
of contemporary tools and skill-sharing,
TYPA seeks new approaches to promote
a shared European heritage.

Want to know more? Click the titles

Adopt a Monument

Innovaconcrete, H2020

This new business model was
developed by a Finnish research and
education actor which encourages
citizens to ‘adopt’ monuments, to care
for them and return them to use. As
the monuments, often left vacant for
many years, are restored, their
visibility and value is re-established.

New multifunctional treatments for
historic concrete developed by
interdisciplinary heritage experts. The
innovation is essential for preserving
20th century heritage, but also has a
spill-over potential to the construction
sector and waterproofing natural and
artificial materials.

PLUGGY

ARROWS

This project brings together accessible
ICT tools into Europe’s first social
networking platform for cultural
heritage. It enables citizens to be
actively involved in cultural heritage
activities and provides a range of
applications (PLUGGY3D, PLUGGY Pins,
PlugSonic Suite and Games Hunter)

Significant investments already made
for military security and offshore oil
and gas applications, were adapted to
develop
low-cost
underwater
autonomous vehicle technologies to
reduce the cost of archaeological
underwater operations.

11-11 Memories Retold

BroZeit

A narrative adventure video game was
created
to
remember
and
commemorate the history of World
War I. It enables the gamer to learn by
following the stories of two individuals
on opposing sides, with a very personal
and touching style.

The living tradition and practices related
to the intangible cultural heritage of
“Lesachtal Bread” in Austria, were
applied to everyday actions of
production, consumption, governance
and education which created a local
cultural sustainable model.
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Heritage-led innovation data and figures
e hope that you made it this far. On the same page with us, and our working definition
for heritage-led innovation… or that you saw a narrative in the series of examples that
fit the main plot lines of our working definition
When making this heritage-led innovation pilot series, we actually found many more
examples that fit the heritage-led innovation scenario!
This made us wonder… what scenarios are already happening in the EU, and are heritage-led innovations a
thing? Hence, the next turn we took during our walk, we found our-selves mapping. Mapping, collecting and
structuring heritage-led innovations in a data collection and analysis software.
Sampling and statistic whiz kids can (and should!) of course question the outcome of our very first, quite
mixed sampling of innovations. “Apples and oranges” and all... Our response is that we agree: we did not
empirically examine the broadest possible range of cases to which our definition of innovation applies.
Ergo, we put a disclaimer…
What we did succeed at, is exploring a set of trends and re-occurring patterns of heritage-led innovations
in the EU, over the widest range of conditions, for a total of 131 examples.
Next up, a short recap of our findings, along with some first observations that will help us throughout the
next chapters. All of this, validated by EU and international experts during a series of co-creation ateliers.
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Heritage-led innovation data and figures
Heritage-led innovation is a multiplayer game!
Most heritage-led innovations start as small-scale bottom-up
initiatives by actors in research or educational environments.
They often see opportunities for implementing new ideas by
observing the way things are working or based on specialist
knowledge.

Main actor (n= 131)

Initiator (n= 131)
62

25
16

35

To actually implement ideas and run things, civil society and
businesses bring operational knowledge of user-practices
and management to the table. Governmental actors usually
play a supporting role in the process.
Super important to know: there is no single player mode. The
heritage sector is at its very core a multiplayer game. We will
definitely come back to this later…

24

60

30
47

18,1%

Government/
public administration

14,9%

11,6%

Businesses

18,6%

25,4%

Civil society/NGOs

29,2%

44,9%

Research/education

37,3%

Disclaimer! The innovation examples may have more than one mapping category assigned to them. Hence, the sum of the data labels for each graph
in this section might exceed the total number of cases we mapped (n=131). The chart legend shows the results converted into a percentage.
Mhhh, seems like cities are getting a lot of heritage-led
innovation action…

Territorial scope (n= 131)

60

54

50

40

42

Also, cross-national, mostly EU funded, examples stand out.

30
20

19

10
0

Our current mapping results show that cities are a common
location to find heritage-led innovations. More than rural
areas, villages or towns.

2

Rural
1,4%

11

7

Village
4,8%

Town
7,7%

8

City
29,4%

Region
5,6%

Likely, human resources and skills play a role here. But
definitely the financial incentives behind these innovations and the enhanced visibility that comes with it - makes them
easier to pop-up on our radar.
We are convinced a deeper dive into the richness of languages

Country Cross-state
and cultures in the EU will bring a more nuanced image.
13,3% collaboration 37,8%
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Heritage-led innovation data and figures
Heritage-led innovation category (n=131)
58 Heritage-driven innovation 37,0%

At the start of our mapping venture, we assumed that
mainly assimilations of innovation would pop-up on our
radar. Quite on the contrary, we see that the three
heritage-led innovation categories are very well
balanced. This means that the heritage sector is not
just good at finding and applying existing innovations
and technologies, but also a creative developer.

47 Assimilation of innovation 29,9%
52 Heritage as a resource 33,1%
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

We also assigned PESTLE (Political, Economic, Social, Technical,
Legal, Ecological) categories to each innovation we mapped.
Basically, to have an understanding of external influences which
trigger the heritage sector most – or not at all.
To our surprise, most heritage-led innovations had a technological
influencing factor rather than a social one. This is likely due to the
high range of information technology innovations related to
community creation and informed decision making.
While
economy and political-legal influences are rather well represented,
ecology is really lagging behind.
The heritage sector thus far is mostly influenced by specific
external factors. Perhaps it is time to not just work interdisciplinary
within the heritage sector, but look beyond old habits and work with
unusual suspects. After all, new ideas come from intersecting
disciplines, sectors and networks!
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Heritage-led innovations are quite balanced. But remain
in their comfort zone!
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Heritage-led innovation data and figures
Types of innovation
Commodities
Material
products

Intangible
services

New development
improvement
add-on complementary

1

Configurations

Experiences

Business
model

Network

Structure

Process

Service

Channel

Branding

Stakeholder
engagement

Obtaining
revenue or
resources

Connections
with others to
create value

Alignment of
talent and
assets

Signature
method for
doing work

Support and
enhance your
product or service

How your product
or service is
delivered to users

Representation
of your product
or service

Distinctive
interactions
with users

Sometimes it’s not bad to think like a start-up. But mostly… dare to dream!
During our short ride though the heritage-led innovation park, you must have noticed that
innovations go way beyond just new products and product performance with physical outcomes as
the sole ingredient for innovation. This of course raises the question, towards which innovation
types does the heritage sector lean naturally and which are missing from the playing field?

Type of innovation applied to heritage
cases (n= 131)

As we expected, the number of material products is lower than heritage-led innovations related to
the more intangible services. This is definitely ok! We would not want the heritage sector to turn die
hard R&D overnight – heritage assets and values remain at the core.

Obviously, the heritage sector cannot change overnight. But there is definitely music in taking a
look at what entrepreneurs and start-ups are doing. It is not too far a stretch to imagine innovations
based on a wide supply of heritage assets. Dare to dream! And while you are at it, have the
confidence to visualise customer segments interested in these heritage-led ideas.

Improved
Business
commodities, model,
10
15

Rather, our mapping points to a mismatch between the heritage sector and entrepreneurial
startups. Part of this mismatch is likely cultural. Unlike the heritage sector, start-ups usually lean
toward capitalised commodity businesses and new configurations that feature efficient supply
chains and quantified customer bases.

New
commodities:
paradigms /
narratives, 17

But…other types of innovations which could be easily tailored or applied to heritage assets - such
as new narratives and business models - are not so obvious to find. Just to be clear, we are
definitely not calling for entertainment attractions based on traditions or heritage-based marketing
campaigns run by widely recognised brands.
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Heritage-led innovation data and figures
So, turns out that heritage-led innovations have been
launched…

Innovation components (n=131)
Put into use 41,4%

79 Implemen- 82
tation

37

Made available for others to use 18,7%
Remains a pilot 39,9%

All the heritage-led innovations we mapped were at least
tested once in practice, either through a first test run,
pilot case or a small-scale project. A large portion even
continues to be put in use and has been made available to
others. This is good news, as iterating and multiplying is
the first step in making sure your heritage-led pilot is
actually an innovation! What?! Yeah, there are some pitfalls

before your reach the final point on the innovation roadmap… No
worries, we will get back to this. Accept the innovation!

… even flying and winging-it for other sectors and causes!
Now, let’s talk value creation. Do the heritage-led innovations we mapped
actually contribute to something? Well, yes. The main added value goes
to the heritage sector itself, ranging form the better preservation of
heritage assets, to local heritage appreciation and community creation.

Improvement or value
creation (n=131)

33
Spill-over
Potential
109 (n=131)

The impact of innovations which created added value beyond heritage,
can be linked mainly to the education and tourism sectors – on a very
local scale. These examples are generally also the ones who managed to
create a spill-over potential to other sectors.

114

A significant minority of heritage-led innovations have a spill-over
potential across sectors and geographical borders. These mainly started
as larger funded projects with a strong visibility and presence in more
than one country from the beginning onwards.
But there are other examples as well! These heritage-led innovations go
beyond old habits, creating spill-over effects to a variety of sectors and
causes. From obvious ones such as real estate and construction, to more
surprising examples such as gaming, biodiversity and even medicine. We
included some of them in the next chapter…
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For heritage resources/sector 70,6%

To similar heritage assets 44,5%

For other sector(s) 29,4%

To Heritage sector 42,6%
To Other sectors 12,9%

Notes, ideas, reflections
In case you have a crazy thought to share after reading this, give us a shout at hello@ilucidare.eu
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CHAPTER 2

Yes, heritage has its own specificities
in the innovation process

ow, let’s take a step outside of our heritage-led innovation park, into the big innovation park.
It should not come as a surprise that innovation in other sectors has been a topic of interest for
investors, policymakers and researchers alike. We guess that almost everyone has an interest in
getting ahead of the curve or in predicting developments in technology, markets – even in society.
Some heri-liebers say the absence of heritage assets from this long-standing and exciting
innovation arena is mystery…

In this chapter, we point-out how heritage-led innovations behave differently in comparison to
longitudinal studies of innovations in a variety of sectors and industries.
But how to compare? Talk and ideas about standardisation are likely to be criticised - or at least frowned upon - in
innovation circles. Logic. Even before diving into the unknown depths of innovation, we knew that the process of
launching a new turbojet was not the same as the breakthrough of rock-and-roll. A whole range of variable elements
flashed before our eyes during our walk in the big innovation park. From available resources, to technological
readiness but also the expected outcome for society.
Rather than covering each branch and twig of variable elements in the big innovation park, we selected a common
framework: the process of innovation starts with the invention and implementation of new ideas, which are
developed by people, within a larger context, who engage in transactions with others, who evaluate their outcomes.
Through these 6 innovation elements we will point-out specificities of heritage-led innovations, illustrated by
means of case studies that align with our working definition.
So basically, no full throttle here. Instead, we hope you have an ILUCIDARing journey.

Check-out some of our research results for more info
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Reassembling heritage fragments through a 3D Engine

Puzzling tombs
What to do if you have a large quantity of scattered classical stone fragments or rock
tomb blocks? Indeed, you get into game engines and algorithms to extract geometric
primitives of the artefacts. Or you basically, re-invent the problem at hand.
Reassembling fractured fragments is a fragile and bulky task, typically carried out by
hand based on clues such as decoration, shape, contour, etc. At the same time,
game engines represent a powerful platform to support smooth 3D visualization and
real-time processing of these fragments.
But why stop at one great re-invention? Explore how to further develop your idea to
make it accessible to non-experts. For this specific case, a wider Virtual Reality (VR)
environment was developed as an easy, accessible user interface for matching
artefacts.

Ideas

From one specific idea to an innovation, or… re-invention, re-interpretation and
profiling of ideas with others?

Traditional Farm Buildings Grant Scheme

Save the bats, save the farms!
This idea did not start from the mere need of preserving old farm buildings. Rather the idea
was also to look at ways to conserve wildlife and biodiversity…
Turns out, that many historic farm buildings in need of restoration are also a natural habitat
for bats and nesting sites for birds. This basic idea evolved and in time these “ordinary”
farm buildings were not only seen as a key characteristic of the Irish landscape, but also as
an important contributors to complying with national and European wildlife legislation.
This resulted in an annual grants scheme for farmers to conserve and repair their
traditional farm buildings for active agricultural use, on the condition that they are member
of a national green environment programme. Since its creation in 2016, the grant scheme
ensured that more than 350 buildings throughout Ireland were conserved for agricultural
use, and over 140 previously unknown roosts of protected species were discovered and
conserved.
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FOLKK

Arts & Crafts & Emerging Design & Kickstarter
This social business wanted to preserve the centuries-long legacy of craftsmanship of
Balkan artisans. But why just contact one group of weavers or carpenters or cloth dyers,
who are likely already in the business and will not bring along a large market?
Rather think about creating something new with the seemingly spare building blocks are
available in your vicinity. Why not bring together a larger group of emerging design talent
and the masters of traditional crafts, in this case across the Balkans?

Setting up a new team that creates entirely new high-quality handcrafted products is a
great start. Ensuring that the rural craftsman in your team can generate a revenue, this will
require that you attract powerful actors to your innovation network. Boost the status of
your product! In this case, a campaign on Kickstarter was a great strategy to gain
worldwide visibility for their online platform.

Actors
Little Museum of Dublin

A single innovator with a fixed staff, or… a team of innovators dynamically
engaging over time in a variety of roles?

By the people, for the people
Who should be involved in a people’s museum that records and tells the history of a
city in the 20th century? Sometimes, the answer is just quite straightforward – and
in this case it is the innovation itself…
The innovators behind this museum steered their vision of a museum for the city of
Dublin very clearly and candidly. The collection of ca. 5,000 historic
objects/artefacts was donated by the people, the museum model is made according
to the people’s understanding of the city (with humor and hospitality!), and the
guides are local people who delight their role as storytellers.
Next to enjoying a steady and considerable increase in visibility and visitor numbers
since its opening in 2011, this very peculiar museum has received several prizes and
gained financial security guaranteed by both the local public and business
community.
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SIMAX by Signtime

Avatar meets heritage
This case is a clear example of assimilating an existing technology into the heritage sector. This
complex software system was developed as a quick and affordable solution for enabling sign language
by using an animated avatar. While the avatar was already tested for websites of public authorities
and a variety of companies, a new transaction was made to enable its application in a museum
context.
This transaction involves two specific groups of experts. Those who cover the special requirements of
museums, and those who master the complex software system that combines several technologies
such as a real-time 3D-engine with animation building, as well as a sign, translation and “learning”
database with statistical methods.
However, translating the software and sign language avatar for all audiences in museums is not a
mere combination of expertise. It entails an exchange of knowledge, including not only specific
discourse and grammar but also certain values and procedures, ways of handling things and defining
problems.

Transactions
Conservation of the Castle ruins
with help of the Unemployed people.

A fixed network or people and firms working out details of an idea, or… a network
that grows and shrinks – or even attracts entirely new social groups?

Career in ruins!
What happens if you mix a difficult economic climate with an alarming state of medieval castles,
located in remote locations within the Carpathian mountain range? Indeed, creative
transactions!
This Slovakian project succeeded in building lasting transactions between two different groups,
which were affected by the same pressures - but were working isolated. Essentially, a group of
unemployed people were trained to implement conservation works on these abandoned ruins.
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From the pilot project in 2011 till today, this case has been a successful collaboration between
the relevant governmental departments involved. In the process, a younger generation is trained
in craftsmanship and gained access to the larger construction sector, historic buildings at risk
are saved, and more employment is created in the service sector by opening up the castles to
the public.

The bank of materials

Heritage stock = mutual fund
Azulejos became a popular building material in Porto in the 19th century and still defines the city’s
look today. But with great appreciation, also comes great risk…the ceramic tilework is under threat
by thieves who steal them for private collectors, or to sell them on street fairs and the black market.
In this context, what is the best place to store such valuable items? No need to look too far: a bank of
materials. This specific public institution holds around 30.000 tiles from demolished buildings and
donations to the city, but also tiles recovered by local law enforcement.
Since its set-up, the institution in Porto has really embraced all possible interactions a bank can have
with its local environment. Starting from a closed reserve, to a more public service in 2010 which not
only collects and catalogues but also allows withdrawals by the public. Building owners can take out
free tiles to restore a façade. If the bank doesn’t have a matching original piece, it will help to find a
suitable reproduction. At least 100 buildings were rehabilitated and more than 1,400 benefited from
technical support from the Bank of Materials.

Context
Father and son

The environment provides pros and cons for the innovation process, or…
interaction between the environment, local context and other sectors?

Heritage respawned
Watching and sharing live stories, or even engaging with story lines is happening 24/7 in a wide
variety of digital environments. So why not give heritage a channel? But don’t let heritage tell its
story in just a contemporary setting, that is unfair competition. Tell the stories in an
environment where - and when - they actually took place and allow people to become a
protagonist of the experience.
Enter design and gamification solutions. Released in 2017, this case is the world's first video
game produced by a museum. The player enters the story and can experience the last hours of
life in Pompeii before Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79 AD, and explores the ordinary day-to-day life
in Ancient Egypt. The complete digital experience is 50-60 minutes, but the game includes
sections which can only be unlocked by visiting the Archaeological Museum of Naples.
Allowing heritage to tell a story in its own environment achieved global success thanks to over 4
million downloads on mobile stores in over 100 countries.
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Slow Food Traditions

Granaries of Memory
Since 2004, the University of Gastronomic Sciences in Italy has been bringing innovation to food
heritage conservation. The Granaries of Memory have prevented the loss of local food traditions and
raised awareness of local bio- and cultural diversity through the combination of anthropological
methods and information technologies.
The Granaries collects autobiographic interviews with testimonies that recount the characteristics
and history of their traditional food and regional cuisine. They explore fragments of their life and the
ones of their communities ranging from the difficulty of farm work to memories of the war period.
Over 1000 interviews from various communities were cataloged into the online web platform, which
is today used as an information resource.
The lessons learned from the initial success were upscaled into a Food Paths Network, which
connects public and private actors from five central European cities with the aim of developing a
common business model to make the most of their gastronomic capital.

Process
Cité de la tapisserie - Aubusson

A simple sequence of stages or phases, or… from a simple to multiple
processes, parallel or interlinked, related or unconnected?

All aboard the tapestry train
Limousin in France is typically characterised as a sparsely populated region and with a fragile economy
based on small manufacturing industries. Especially traditional tapestry activities were suffering from
international competition and lower demand. Since 2010, the city of Aubusson developed a strong
cultural and business network in the format of an international hub of tapestry and woven art.
As a first step, a regional shared brand - “Limousin – osez la différence” - was launched, which can be
used by all interested local actors, from enterprises and local authorities to NGOs. Next, the Limousin
tapestry museum carried out a series of innovation activities aimed at writing a new page in the history
of Aubusson, ranging from collecting know-how on tapestry to training programmes and international
competitions.

This process created international recognition for the Aubusson name, which in turn attracted private
funding and even cooperation with luxury brands. Thus, tapestry was successfully put on the map as a
creative and viable niche market.
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Music has always been life
The best way to keep music knowledge, experiences and heritage alive is through live musical exchanges among
artists across the globe. By now, we all know that organising live music concerts is not always easy, for a variety
of reasons. This is where the technology developed by the CESNET Association comes in: it allows musicians to
play together, not in the same room but across different cities and countries, with just a few milliseconds delay.

Cross-border Collaboration for
European Classical Music

This cross-border collaboration for music demonstrates the assimilation of existing technology into the
heritage sector. The innovation is based on a very-low-added-latency network transmission technology for
audio and video that uses Field Programmable Gate Arrays, combined with high-definition television image
quality, including possibilities for live video switching from multiple cameras.
This innovation has proven useful for transmitting small classical concerts, but also led to other applications.
Around 2009 the CESNET Association started doing live transmissions of medical surgeries and by reducing the
bandwidth needed for the low latency transmissions, the technology also became attractive to music teachers
and artists who are interested in possibilities of long-distance collaboration.

Outcome
Farm Cultural Park

Oriented towards a final result, or… uncertain results, or … multiple
intermediate, spin-off and integrated results?

Favara was not built in a day
The Farm Cultural Park is an Independent Cultural Center which brought innovation to the rural city of
Favara in Italy. Since 2010, FARM has renovated the historic buildings and turned them into cultural centers
that host expositions by international and local artists and politically charged artwork. Several elderly locals
in the semi-abandoned town centre, now happily live amongst the exhibition spaces in a neighbourhood
that is alive. Favara went from depopulation and unemployment to a creative stronghold with international
recognition and partnerships.
FARM gradually built its name by participating in national and international events, such as the Venice
Biennale of Architecture in 2012, and in TEDx talks (as speakers), leading to mentions in international press
such as The Guardian. In recent years, the city welcomes about 120.000 visitors every year and has 28
ambassadors who promote and support the project from different places of the world.
The model of developing a community devoted to inventing new ways of thinking and living, has been
replicated and adapted to other locations in the south of Italy.
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Lessons learned from heritage-led innovations
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Ideas

New ideas are often a response to certain practical problems, resource needs or opportunities to work more
efficiently. Interdisciplinary collaboration is often at the basis of new ideas, but checking out cross-sectoral
opportunities is also an interesting way to go to ensure problems at hand are really re-invented. Initial ideas
can always be further developed to make them accessible to non-experts.

Actors

The network of frontrunners and local actors with similar visions and directions is crucial during the start-up.
This team can be the founder of the innovation or just re-interpret a specific idea by one innovator. The roles
and institutional ties of all actors are usually dynamic and can evolve. In some cases, it is useful to attract
completely new social groups or powerful actors to help the innovation.

Transactions

While local frontrunners are essential, external expertise and collaboration is necessary to implement
innovations. Linking new networks with similar or alternative needs can increase resources and success rate.
In most cases, the introduction of new technologies or services requires specific new knowledge and
experience.

Context

The environment in which an innovation takes place provides both opportunities and constraints. Innovations
can be influenced by or seek dialogue with from different local, national, European or even international
contexts. Sometimes, moving to or creating a new context for an innovation is a worthwhile option.

Process

The devise here is evolution over revolution. Innovations are often gradual processes, in which even radical
innovations can be seen as a stepwise process and series of adaptations to their context and environment.
The initial scale of ‘pilot’ innovations is unlikely to succeed if they are not further developed towards endusers, gain resources and sufficient organisational autonomy.

Outcome

Even if a project by frontrunners and local actors has ended, the innovation should remain. Innovations can be
accepted as the new normal or they can spill-over or up-scaled into different regions and sectors. At least, the
innovation should be shared with others through a tangible legacy.

Inspiration and brainstorm
Perhaps you feel inspired…or want to re-kindle that idea which has been itching at the back of your mind. Why not have a
wee brainstorm, what would be the specificities of your heritage-led innovation?
Ideas

If things are not going as planned, don’t be afraid to re-invent the problem at hand!

Actors

Transactions

Context

Process

Boost the status of your innovation!
Will you work with a fixed staff, an ever-evolving team or allow
people to become a protagonist of the experience?
Be on the look out for existing opportunities…

Think innovation, but make it brew not instant

Outcome
Make sure your efforts are here to stay!
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CHAPTER 3
Accept the innovation!

h, the promise of change… both the blessing and curse of an innovation.
Innovations start as small niches, wee test-pilots among blockbuster series so to speak. No
matter how well thought off, or cool, or perfect for your purpose, not all are bound to become
applied in the future.
In this chapter, we want to highlight some of the pitfalls you might encounter in your niche
phase. And of course, give some pointers on how to gain momentum or crack a window of
opportunity.

Let’s take a step back. Did we say that standardisation is frowned upon in innovation circles? Yes. Does this mean
that we can find no commonalities in innovations - and tips for your own innovation? No.
Already in the 1980s people were looking to find some kind of pattern to analyse, or at least generalise, the
thousands of inventions and innovations which are introduced every month and every year. Today, there are an
unimaginable vast amount of methods, examples and data which succeed in just that. The tricky part is to comb
through the seemingly technological and product-performance focused material in the big innovation park, and
find sound models to analyse, understand and maybe even upscale heritage-led innovations. No worries, we got
you covered!
We took the marry-go-round in the science park and looked for the proverbial giants on whose shoulders
heritage can stand. We encountered Darwin’s legacy, socio-technical theories, cyclical patterns in tradition of
Kondratieff and Schumpeter, Keynesian macro-economic modelling, evolutionary economics, and many more….
So, fee-fi-fo-fum, grab your axe of change and let’s have a look at what these giants can teach us about
innovations.
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The innovation process explained
When it comes to understanding how new ideas develop and innovations survive, there are 3
fundamental processes in Darwin’s methodological framework that can help us:
At it’s most basic core, innovations are

of what exists.

When talking about innovations in society and markets,
this process is not random - like it is in nature.
Variations happen when we apply new knowledge
and skills gained over time to what works best for us
in certain situations and environments.

!

But, these innovations are not all bound to be successful…
They are tested in the

environment.

≠ But, unlike the Darwinian method, this selection is not based on
the survival of the fittest or the most optimal innovation.
= It is a co-evolution of innovations, in our society and markets,
with a variety of user preferences.
Once an innovation is selected, it is imitated throughout
the market and society, resulting in its continued acceptance and

.

Based on the 3 fundamental processes in Darwinian metaphysics and long-term innovation case studies
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Long-term innovation case studies show us the interactions between these 3 levels and external
influences in the innovation process. Like for instance in the…transition from horse drawn carriages to
automobiles in the late 19th century 2
Society back then was moving fast…with major political, social and cultural changes

e.g. urbanisation, immigration, hygiene movement, electricity becomes the prevalent technology,
political reform movements, expanding middle classes with more money and free time.

Horse-drawn carriage

This society in flux also created many problems in the existing horse-based
urban transport (A) concerns about horse excrements, (B) urban expansion led to

longer travel distances, (C) high costs of horse-tram companies with large stables.

Electric Vehicle Ford Model T,
Company´s car, 1900
1908

These problems turned out to be opportunities for a nicheinnovation: 3 types of automobiles in the 1890s gained a foothold in
small niches. Electric vehicles were used in the taxi-niche and luxury niche

Roper’s steam
carriage, 1865

(for promenading on boulevards), Gasoline cars were used in the racing-niche
and the touring-niche, Steam automobiles were used mainly by enthusiasts.
3

Eventually, gasoline cars raced ahead to retention. Literally,
because of their popularity in touring but also….

the T-Ford (1908) established a dominant design, and its mass production system enabled price decreases
- which stimulated diffusion in society. Cars were also supported by a powerful road lobby and new
institutions such as fast-food restaurants, shopping malls and drive-in movies at the edge of towns.
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The innovation walkthrough
So, now we know that an innovation is not just coming up with a new idea…
To illustrate the adventure of getting an actual heritage-led innovation going, we made you a wee game walkthrough:
The Quest for Innovation… In a land

far beyond human imagination, lies a magical place called the Dark Kingdom. The Kingdom got
his name from the dark shadows cast by the surrounding mountains. The Kingdom was ruled by a wise but unadventurous Knight,
who made sure his people got access to oil lamps - like so many generations before him. The Kingdom people are loyal to the
Knight, who ensured they were living in peace and dim light. BUT there was a terrible shortage in oil-based fuel sources and the
Kingdom was bound to live in complete darkness. Then one dark day, our Hero, a man with an idea and determination, heard of the
awful fate of the Dark Kingdom people. He decided to free the people from the dark and ilucidate the Kingdom.

Innovation
resistance

Here I go!

Momentum
I missed my
opportunity!
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This Innovation walkthrough is basically a guide aimed towards improving your skills and imagination within an innovation
quest. It is designed to assist players in realising the process of an entire Innovation Quest and better understand specific
challenges, or just catch some pointers and bonus prizes along the way.
Credit is due here! This Quest for Innovation did not come out of the blue… It is a very accessible and ilucidated adaptation
of an existing economic model: the quasi-evolutionary model for socio-technical change. 4 After a long walk in the
science park, we found this model to be most suitable for analysing heritage-led innovations. Why? Well, it is not purely
quantitative, it allows for dynamic growth and long term visions, and perhaps most importantly: it fits multiple actors.
We chose to show only some reoccurring patterns of the model. Patterns that can aid us – and every player of our Quest –
to drive innovation by creating new niches! all in the name of getting the message easily across.
For those interested in the background story

Check out our research the quasi-evolutionary model for socio-technical change

The 101 on the model, aka there are PLENTY OF WAYS TO PLAY The Quest for Innovation

Innovations are the
result of interactions
between different
levels: there is always
a starting level, some we can learn
to ascend, and some we can take
advantage of… where do you spend
most of your playtime?

Each innovation has a unique
pattern: The overall gameplay never
changes, but it can be influenced…
because remember this is a multiplayer game and you are never the only client on
the innovation server. Perhaps other players do not
see any use for your innovation, perhaps your
innovation is to far from their beds or it needs to
be more developed… side quests are possible!

Innovations can happen at different
speeds and have different endings:
You are not simply playing to win a
game, you work towards an outcome.
The main storyline of your quest is clear, but you
are still given the choice of either adding your
innovation on to what is already there… or playing
a radical innovation game, where the old ways are
completely replaced.

Here I go!

Now lets look at the gameplay of our Hero, who in the meanwhile has been working hard to get his first niche
on the road…
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Pointers

Our walkthrough starts when our
innovation Hero already has a new idea…

While our Hero has a great idea, it is safe
to say that the light bulb is still in its
infancy and suffers from low early
performance characteristics.

As a first side-quest, an innovation Hero
should try to gain momentum.

Throughout this side-quest, your
innovation will definitely evolve…
until you reach a dominant design
• which fits the needs and preferences of many;
• is more widely accepted than the original idea;
• and is better than how we do things today – or even
among competitors.

On this side-quest, innovation Heroes should build
networks which understand and accept their
innovations and new ways of working.

Our innovation Hero and team now have
the momentum to bring their light-bulb
into the Dark Kingdom!

This side-quest typically takes places in niches, learning
spaces where actors with shared views and routines
develop their ideas into innovations…

Bonus prizes
These are some actions that can help innovation
Heroes to develop and boost the status of their niche…

But oh no!

Articulate
Civil society and
expectations and
social network
visions to attract building to expand
\ funding the innovation
interest and
from powerful
base and inform
actors
public opinion

The wise but unadventurous Knight gives you his old “we
have always done it this way” speech.
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Invest in or
support capacity
building and
learning processes
for innovation

Meet the Innovation Resistance…

The Kingdom people,
who are loyal to their
Knight follow his
vision…

This Innovation Resistance is what we call the regime in
evolutionary economics… Basically, our current society
with shared rules and practices that guide our economy,
politics, culture, science and technology.

To reach the landscape path,
innovation Heroes must complete
another side- quest…

So, now what…?
We recommend you try to “conquer” the regime…
although, conquering is a big word. The regime is
dynamically stable, a place where innovations take place
through small gradual adjustments.

This side-quest means trying to link innovations with
certain landscape features… think climate change or
sustainable development priorities.

Sometimes
it
is
about
understanding what the concern
of the regime actually is… Like
won’t these light-bulbs produce a
lot or waste?
But, in most cases, this will not be enough to convince a
regime with longstanding customs and routines.

Crack a window of opportunity!

But keep in mind, each innovation is unique and has
different endings. Choose wisely
between using the landscape to create
pressure on the regime - or improving
your innovation to support certain
landscape features.
Once our innovation Hero gains momentum and cracks a
window, the chances of bringing his improved light-bulb
to the Kingdom are looking good!

For this you will have to enter the path of the landscape…
a collection of slowly evolving features that have radical
effects on innovations, but which can not be controlled
by one innovation Hero.

This is where the legend ends, and the adventure
begins… on to the innovation Roadmap!
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CHAPTER 4
Do It Yourself!

ow that we know what heritage and innovation actually have in common, the real question is: how
does one start out an innovation job? How does one create and become an innovator, in a very
specific sector at that?
We notice that there are many cool and bright innovation ideas out there…but they often remain in
the realm of daydreaming or fixed habits. Maybe its too far of a leap, maybe its just about getting a
bit more grip on how to actually take a walk in the heritage-led innovation park.
So, we embarked on a mission with only one goal: a Roadmap for the heritage-led innovation park.
One thing was clear from the start, this has to be a co-op mission! Hence, we sought-out a variety of entrepreneurs
in the heritage sector, big innovation projects and even business experts who are not familiar with heritage.
Following a series of co-creation ateliers – which were in fact passionate and animated whirlwinds of innovation
know-how, touch points, frustrations and delights – we did it. We consolidated 5 main steps in the heritage-led
innovation process: Lay of the land, Make it a party, Set-up camp, Act on it!, Keep it up.

The treasure and challenges encountered during our co-op mission make the ILUCIDARE Innovation Roadmap.
Validated by our players, meant for everybody. We even went as far as making a case study version of this Innovation
Roadmap, illustrated with a number of heritage-led innovations and projects from all over Europe. From a fab-lab in
an old spinning mill and merging unusual suspects in rural areas, to small start-ups. 5
Basically, we wanted to make a Roadmap that is general, yet useful for everyone…

This Roadmap won't tell you how to walk the innovation park by strictly staying on our bullet-point road. Pick what
works best for you, and don't be afraid to try out a few different routes at different speeds!
But remember…not all innovations are bound to be successful. Keep your imagination lively, be agile and let your
innovation brew for a while if needed.
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Innovation Roadmap
Don‘t be afraid
to change the
original idea

Before
Spoiler alert:
the process is
not really linear

Once on site

SET-UP
CAMP

Make the
community
trust you, be
transparent!

Heritage resource
+ team + money
= go!

Acquire knowledge and collect
information

Approach stakeholders

Identify perceptions, problems and
needs linked to local communities

Involve the local community and
attract young generations

Step-by-Step approach: divide - deliverables
your dream into smaller chunks

Match local problems and needs with
your dream and opportunities
Look into local
development
Connect your dream to
strategies and
what is already there
opportunities
on EU level
Identify potential partners
and stakeholders

Assemble Dream Team and give
everyone a role they feel good with

Establish formal organisational
status for innovation activities - SME

Make your idea clear, short
and direct to convey
Create a visual identity,
come up with a pitch!
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Now it is time to
formalise these
ties...this will take
time and
communication!

REAL words rooted
in community, not
generic words from
policy makers

The Dream Team:
- Complementary sectors and disciplines
- Eager to collaborate in a team
- Healthy competitive atmosphere
- Adjusts quickly and understands complexity
- Is committed (and stays committed)

Co-create common idea

Why not draw or write
down your dream in a
memo(randum)?

Pilot plan, TAILOR YOUR IDEA

Pilot Team Plan: formalise
roles and responsibilities

What you want to do vs.
what you have
vs. what people can do

Listen, design and plan with both local
communities and Dream Team

Adapt innovation resources
to human capacities

Establish communication channels and
platforms
Is your team committed?
Create an emotional bond
and keep it that way!

Sign official agreements, (sub-)contracts,
permissions with stakeholders

The Pilot Team:
- Includes both professionals and stakeholders
- Has at least one expert representing community
- Has an Engine group and a Management group
- Recognizes the soft skills in people
- Has the right motivation: common dream

Mock-up business plan
and start consolidating
and diversifying budget

Start thinking long-term already

Heritage-led innovation
projects are usually not
only depending on public
resources...and political
terms!

Simple
is OK!

Keep it a party, celebrate
achievements along the
way with your team!

After

KEEP IT
UP
FEEDBACK
LOOPS
Test your approach

Even if your project ends,
the innovation should remain

There are no short-cuts,
innovations need to
brew...keep at it !
Once it gets real...
things will change!

It's a learning process:
Update, rethink, adjust!

Avoid rigid processes
and ways of working
Face problems....and find
tools to manage them

But also expect
the unexpected
(like a pandemic...) !

Readjust your Plan 2.0: constant balance between
your original dream and updating risks and budget

Update Step-by-Step approach,
Innovation Team Plan

Re-evaluate Innovation Team and
re-distribute responsibilities

Business Plan: start real investments
- rolling fund
based on dream, budget, target
market and revenue model

Further develop your innovation into a
shareable and bona fide legacy

Make sure that
your legacy is
out there!

…and share with #ILUCIDARE
Risk Management Plan: list expected
problems, their likelihood and
prevention / mitigation tools

Balance complexity/quality with
simplicity/user-friendliness
Engage the public in your
innovation activities

Plan 2.0 OPERATIONALISE YOUR IDEA

Find a local
(trusted)
leader

The Innovation Team
- Leader for the sustainability of the project
- Assemble advisory crew to keep you on track
- Keeps the qualities from the dream alive
- Organise capacity building for the team
- Look for new enthusiastic partners to keep growing

First results
are essential
to prove
impact!

Monitoring Plan: do a zero measurement
and prep to monitor impact of innovation
Communication Plan: keep the conversation
and interest alive for various audiences

You must conquer the regime
Remember us
(chapter 3)?

Watch out for the
we-have alwaysdone-it-this-way!

Even if primary funding is absent,
continue your efforts create a
positive outcome or even revenue

You are the captain: you continue to
drive the dream, sustain and nurture it

Times between
new opportunities
can be long, keep a
piggy bank!

Keep diversifying your budget
You are the mentor: you pass on
the torch and start dreaming again
Gradually train Innovation Team to be
autonomous from initial (expert) support
You are the developer: you take your
idea to the next level, region or sector
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Case Study Roadmap
SET-UP
CAMP

Identify perceptions, problems and
needs linked to local communities
In the REVEAL project, a former Parish house was restored
into a Community Centre in the Nivegy Valley, the Nivegy
ház. Before starting the architectural design process,
workshops were organized for the local community to share
their ideas regarding the future use of the building.
However, their dreams were not all suitable for the historic
building. The team had to be sensitive and careful in the
communication not to break these dreams completely yet
remain realistic as to what functions are possible.
Connect your dream to what is already there

The Conservation of Castle Ruins with help of Unemployed
People in Slovakia succeeded in solving two existing
problems at the same time: the unemployment rate in
regions with low economic productivity and the poor state of
many preserved monuments due to a lack of maintenance.
Thereby, unemployed people are able to become successful
on the job market,
acquiring new skills and
working habits, while
monuments are restored
with a greater emphasis on
manual work, traditional
crafts,
and
the
compatibility with original
building techniques.
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Approach stakeholders
In Roeselare, Belgium, Herbé is
working in a scheme to repurpose a
religious heritage project, the
Paterskerk church and convent.
When the current owner put
forward, as their preferred
purpose, the social model 'inclusive
living' the team realized the
challenge in striking balance
between social relevance and
financial returns. To align with the
specific needs of the project and
tackle this challenge, Herbé
strategically teamed up with
organizations specialized in nursing
homes.

Pilot plan, TAILOR YOUR IDEA
In the Maintenance Plan for the Monuments of the
Romanesque Route (Rota do Românico) in the
North of Portugal, the Plan was initially tested in
12 pilot-monuments (one of each building
typology; one of each Municipal Council) and after
extended to the 58 monuments.
The Monza and
Brianza Cultural
District is a
model for local
development
meant as an
engine
for
economic and
cultural growth.
In the second
phase of the
start up, a new
partnership between 13 partners was created. This
included the interaction with private subjects, a
partnership with the University, and a test of
collaboration among different public bodies.
Establish formal
organisational
status for innovation activities

FEEDBACK
LOOPS

It's a learning process:
Update, rethink, adjust!
During the research process of the
Paterskerk project by Herbé, the
repurposing repeatedly came down to
customisation, and the client's wishes or
requirements always had to be examined
carefully. It is not always possible to
assume that the client's wish is truly the
right solution for the monument.
Particularly true in this case, since the
owner of the building is not funding the
actual project. Social trends – in the
health care sector in this case – were an
element guiding adjustment to the
client's requirements.

KEEP IT
UP

The business model created for the Nivegy house with the local
community involved local producers (cheese, honey, ham,
winemakers) and entrepreneurs. They were given the
opportunity to promote their products and services for locals
and visitors in the restored building. In return, they would
contribute to the upkeep and maintenance fees of the house.
Business Plan: start real investments based on
dream, budget, target market and revenue model
Monitoring Plan: do a zero measurement
and prep to monitor impact of innovation
In the Conservation of Castle Ruins with help of Unemployed
people in Slovakia, monitoring and presenting the results of the
project implementation has been essential for its continuation.
The project started with 2 pilot projects with 48 job seekers in
2011. Due to the positive results, it gained the political support
after the government change in 2012, required for it to continue.
5 years later, there were 40 monuments and 601 people involved
in the project. These results serve to evidence the potential of
NGOs and government bodies for monument preservation.

Further develop your innovation into a
shareable and bona fide legacy
The legacy of the Romanesque Route
comprises tools created to contribute
to the empowerment of local
communities and users. The MPLAN
(Management &Maintenance Planning)
App is used to manage information,
assess building conditions and develop
maintenance and user’s manual; the
Illustrated Manuals for Maintenance
and Use provide information and
guidelines in an accessible language.0
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Case Study Roadmap
SET-UP
CAMP
The Cà Foscary University joined hands
with the Municipality of Treviso and a
local NGO for the Casa Robegan project.
The goal was to redefine and rethink the
heritage space into a creative
atmosphere for unusual encounters
between culture, creativity and society.
For the success of the innovation, a clear
communication between different actors
is essential. Thus, they explored the role
of the mediator, a person able to speak
the languages of different environments
(science,
technology,
businesses,
artistic). Moreover, to ensure that the
local community or people outside these
environments can understand and be
part of the interactions.
Make your idea clear, short
and direct to convey
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Involve the local community and attract young generations
La Fábrika detodalavida, a multifunctional community centre
in Extremadura, Spain, started in 2010 with a group of young
artists wanting to engage with their local community. In 2013,
they went beyond the artistic realm and began thinking in the
common good, the social management of the territory and
promoting self-employment. Lawyers and architects joined
to achieve the legal occupation and use of the space. For the
rehabilitation of the factory, collectives, relatives, neighbors
and friends joined for a self-construction process. 10 years
later, La Fábrika is an essential resource for the development
of this rural community.
Co-create common idea

The Cultural and Creative
Hubs is a public and
private
partnership
funded by the Friuli
Venezia Giulia Region and
private
enterprises
wanting to raise public
authorities' awareness of
unexploited
cultural
spaces. The goal was
to cultural heritage at
to promote projects that enhance
supporting audience and economic development and cultural
innovation. ITS Arcademy, one of the winning proposals,
consists of an urban regeneration by recovering a building into
an exhibition space for a private collection. This private actor
also organizes and manages cultural and training activities for
the community and exchanges with other projects.

For “Govora: the premises of an ideal
city” ARCHÉ association has worked
together with various local partners.
The goal is to restore the Ivanovici
Villa, the only building in the town listed
as a historic monument, not yet
restored and owned by the state. For
this, the team launched a crowdfunding
campaign. Additionally, they applied to
the Timbrul Monumentelor Istorice
grant call, the only national funding
available for emergency interventions
meant to secure historic monuments.
Mock-up business plan and start
consolidating and diversifying budget

FEEDBACK
LOOPS

The objective of the ChiMERA project was to enforce
innovation of cultural and creative industries at EU
level. In the Friuli Venezia Region, the process
required enough flexibility to work together with the
group of different stakeholders. A Living Lab was
developed through a participator workshop.
Together, the group identify the services that were
needed and would be provided by the Regional
Cluster for culture and creativity.

Avoid rigid processes and ways of working
Face problems....and find tools to manage them
In the Nivegy house, the team realized that part of the
problem was that the local stakeholders and the
heritage experts did not understand each other.
Therefore, they organized events and workshops
where they could present and discuss the historic
building’s values uncovered by expert research and the
social values and needs held dear by the community.

KEEP IT
UP

One of the priorities of ARCHÉ
association is to involve diverse
audiences in their projects. By
keeping them updated and interested,
they become a support system. They
help to promote the projects beyond
the usual actors, namely expert
groups and local communities. For the
Casino Rush project dedicated to
saving the Casino of Constanța, part
of the budget was used for a series of
workshops, multimedia events, and
meetings between young people,
specialists, members and ARCHÉ
volunteers, citizens, and local
decision makers. The activities and
progress were also disseminated
through social media.

In the 10th anniversary of La Fábrika
detodalavida, four differentiated projects define
the lines of work to keep it in use and profitable.
Create green areas for the industrial landscape
with the SIEMPREVIVA orchard; promote music
creation from rural areas through a digital record
label,
CORRALÓN;
AUTOPÍAS to rehabilitate
spaces
for
artistic
residencies;
and
LA
KACHARRERÍA, to storage
and reuse materials to
support
the
selfconstruction of all the
projects within La Fábrika.

Keep diversifying your budget

After completing the Spinning Mill project of the Monza
and Brianza Cultural District, management groups and
new networking teams were needed to follow-up and
tackle the changes with time. An innovative
management model was created for the resulting
creative lab, involving two different actors with
complementary roles. The owner, a public actor, was
put in charge of the conservation responsibilities and
social impact of the place in the community; and a
private actor, an association, was allowed to use the
building as long as it creates a multidisciplinary and
collaborative work environment and social involvement.
You are the mentor: you pass on
the torch and start dreaming again

Communication Plan: keep the
conversation and interest alive
for various audiences
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Your Innovation Roadmap
Don‘t be afraid
to change the
original idea
Spoiler alert:
the process is
not really linear

Now it is time to
formalise these
ties...this will take
time and
communication!

SET-UP
CAMP

Contact your stakeholders for a party

Pilot plan, TAILOR YOUR IDEA

Divide your dream into smaller chunks

Make link to local communities

Co-create common idea
Who are your potential
partners and stakeholders?

What does your mock-up
business plan look like?
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The Dream Team:
-

Heritage resource
+ team + money
= go!

The Pilot Team:
-

Simple
is OK!

Keep it a party, celebrate
achievements along the
way with your team!

After

KEEP IT
UP

Even if your project ends,
the innovation should remain

FEEDBACK
LOOPS
Plan 2.0 OPERATIONALISE YOUR IDEA

Plan for long-term

Think of your Innovation philosophy…
what are the core values?

Update, rethink, adjust!
Business Plan:

Turn your innovation into a bona fide legacy

Risk Management Plan:
Monitoring Plan:

You are the captain:

Communication Plan:
The Innovation Team
-

You are the mentor:

You are the developer:
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Product information
Et voilà, this brings us to the end of our Innovation Handbook…
We hope you had an equally ILUCIDATING journey as we did!
As with any good handbook, we though we could not leave you –
our dear reader – with some product information. More specific,
about our squared-paper-brainstorm-pages.

We are super curious to know what your heritage-led innovation dream is!
What happens if you brainstorm on the specificities of your
dream (Chapter 2) ? Do you consider to re-invent your ideas, or do
you see any way to boost the status of your innovation?
How will you take the different steps in Innovation Roadmap
(Chapter 4) ? How do you build a party, how does your campsite
look like and will you make your innovation brew?
Also, do not hesitate to let us know what this handbook and its
roadmap mean to you…will you end up with a career “in ruins”, or
a “career in ruins”?
Show us how you want to walk the innovation park by dropping
your doodles on our channels, using #ILUCIDAREhandbook.
Questions, ideas, concerns and alike about our Innovation
Handbook are more than welcome! Just drop us a line via
hello@ilucidare.eu
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“We make realities out of our dreams
and dreams out of our realities.”
― Roald Dahl

Other considerations
The content of this Innovation Handbook gives you a proper base to test ride your heritage-led innovation ideas. Here
are some other considerations that may come in handy during this process:
Our ILUCI-Dare to Learn YouTube Channel brings an animated version of this Handbook, alongside more case study content
and tips-and-tricks. The ILUCI-Dare Clips and Playlists can be used and tailored to anyone’s needs - for brainstorm
workshops, R&D days or any event to your liking. Check out, re-use or select content to bring inspiration to your
heritage-led innovation meetings or projects.

Attend or follow our ILUCIDARE Playgrounds ! Expect new
encounters, out-of-the box discussions on heritage and
innovation, and who knows – possibly a sounding board
for your heritage-led innovation ideas. So start
networking!

Click the tiles
for more

Can’t get enough of these heritage-led innovations?
Have a look at our ILUCIDARE Special Prizes awarded within
the European Heritage Awards / Europa Nostra Awards.
Compelling
demonstrations
of
heritage-led
innovations… What more is there to say.
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5 Case Study Roadmap
• ARCHÉ Association, https://www.arche.ro/despre-asociatie/
• Cà Foscary University, Department of Management:
https://www.unive.it/dep.management
• Friuli Venezia Giulia Autonomous Region,
http://www.regione.fvg.it/rafvg/cms/RAFVG/
• Casa Robegan, https://www.casarobegan.org/
• ChIMERA project, https://chimera.interreg-med.eu/mt/
• Culture and Creativity Division of the City of Bologna,
http://www.comune.bologna.it/comune/organigramma/17:1083/
46329/
• Let us save castles NGOs association, Slovakia,
http://www.zachranmehrady.sk/index.htm
• Herbé Heritage, https://herbe-heritage.com/en/home/
• ITS Arcademy,
https://www.itsweb.org/jsp/en/itsarcademy/index.jsp
• La Fábrika detodalavida, https://lfdtv.org/
• Make in Progress, creative lab, http://www.makeinprogress.it/
• Monza and Brianza Cultural District,
http://www.distretticulturali.it/monza-e-brianza/
• Nivegy House, https://nivegyhaz.hu/
• Pro-Monumenta, http://www.promonumenta.sk/index.php?l=en
• REVEAL project, https://oroksegkalauz.seed.hu/studies• Stories for Impact, https://storiesforimpact.com/
• The Romanesque Route, https://www.rotadoromanico.com/en/
• UNESCO Chair ‘Heritage, Cities and Landscapes. Sustainable
Management, Conservation, Planning and Design’ of the
University of Porto, https://bit.ly/3B6ulTw

The Partners
ILUCIDARE is a Horizon 2020 project which contributes to the overall objectives of the EU’s strategic approach to
international cooperation in research and innovation (COM(2012)497).
The consortium is led by the University of Leuven and brings together 8 international partners, who work closely together
to make heritage an attractive resource for innovation and international cooperation.

Join the conversation on social media &
visit our website www.ilucidare.eu

Building international connections
for heritage-led innovation

